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GERMANY IS
MARCHING
TOWARDS
SOCIALISM
14

by Rainer Zitelmann

W

hen I published my
book “The Power of
Capitalism”, the most
common
objection
raised in the ensuing discussion was
that “everyone knows that capitalism
is superior to socialism. Is there really
anyone out there who wants socialism,
a planned economy, or nationalisation
programmes?” Because I had interpreted the signs differently, I wrote
the book as a warning. I would have
been happy to be wrong, but unfortunately the urgency of my warning is confirmed anew every day in
Germany. Here are just two examples.
Germany’s automotive industry
is being restructured as a planned
economy. Germany’s core industry
is undergoing a major restructuring
process – following in the footsteps of
the country’s energy industry.
The mechanisms behind the transformation are the following: the EU
has adopted the following targets for
“fleet average emissions”; by 2021,
newly registered cars in the EU will be
only allowed to emit an average of 95g
of CO2/km.
This is equivalent to average fuel
consumption of 3.6 litres of diesel or
4.1 litres of gasoline per 100km. The
proposals for the tightening of CO2
limits until 2030 include the following elements: CO2 emissions from
new vehicles will be cut by a further
15% by 2025 and by a further 37.5% by
2030. The state is forcing companies
to produce zero-emission/low-emission vehicles (typically in the form
of electric cars). If more than 15% of
the vehicles sold by a manufacturer in
2025 and more than 35% of the cars
they sell in 2030 are zero or low-emission vehicles, the manufacturer
will be rewarded with less stringent
CO2 emission targets, consumption
meters will be fitted to vehicles to
monitor real-world CO2 emissions.
The results will be published annually
for each manufacturer.
In effect, this means that certain
passenger cars – particularly smaller
models – can no longer be produced.
It is no longer companies and consumers who determine what is produced, but the state. But consumers
have proved resistant – despite excessive subsidies – and have not been
buying anywhere near enough electric

vehicles. It has become clear that strongest party in Germany (behind
Chancellor Angela Merkel is not going Angela Merkel’s CDU) and by far the
to achieve her target of having one strongest party in the capital Berlin,
million electric vehicles on Germany’s has declared that it could well become
roads by 2020. As a result, car com- necessary to nationalise privately
panies are now being forced to com- owned property. Some of Germany’s
ply with government requirements leading journalists have also spoken
out in favor of nationalisation pro- wrong direction. Germany’s cenrather than consumer wishes.
The second logical step is further grammes, and opinion polls in the tre-left party, the SPD, which serves as
massive state intervention in the capital Berlin have also registered the junior coalition partner in governeconomy. The German Economics majorities in favour of such measures. ment with Angela Merkel’s CDU party,
State interventions in the housing is already calling for the country’s rent
Ministry, which was originally established as the watchdog of Germany’s industry are becoming increasingly controls to be tightened yet again. The
free market economy, has since drastic. The government introduced party has called for a “rent freeze.”
become a planned economy ministry. its rent controls, the so-called “rent And in Berlin, the SPD has proposed
As the economist Norbert F. Tonfall brake,” as early as 2015. The rent a rent limit of euro 6.00-7.00/sqm as
puts it: “Germany’s Chancellor does brake swept away the contractual an alternative to the expropriation of
not seem to recognise the inherent freedoms that had previously existed housing companies.
At the same time, the capital Berlin,
contradiction in terms between the between landlords and new tenants
EU’s excessive environmental regu- in existing residential buildings. In which is ruled by a tripartite coalilations for the car industry, coupled areas with “overheated housing mar- tion of SPD, Die Linke and the Greens,
with her own government’s energy kets” (and this includes virtually is increasingly overrun by so-called
policy, which is committed to phas- every major city in the country), the “neighbourhood protection zones.” In
such areas, it is no loning out nuclear energy
ger property owners
and coal, both of which
who decide on which
are promoting longstructural changes to
term
de-industrialState intervention and calls to
make to their buildization in Germany,
transform the German economy
ings, but the state. For
and her government’s
example, an apart‘National Industrial
along socialist lines are becoming
ment
owner
was
Strategy 2030’ on the
increasingly
fervent.
Anyone
who
fails
blocked from extendother hand, which she
to understand that capitalism is not the
ing an 80-cm-wide
and her Economics
bathroom because the
Minister
have
problem, but the solution, will always
authorities
decided
designed to achieve
look for solutions in socialism.
that 80 centimetres is
precisely the opposite.
in keeping with a “conThe
presumptuous
primacy of politics in one field seems rent charged for new rentals in exist- temporary standard of housing.”
And, when real estate is sold, the
to entail the primacy of politics in ing apartments may not be more than
other fields. According to Ludwig von 10 percent above the “local compara- state is increasingly taking advantage
Mises, one could speak of a cross-sec- tive rent” (or the rent paid by the pre- of its legal right of first refusal – and
not only in Berlin, but also in Munich
vious tenant).
toral spiral of intervention.”
However, this law has not been able and other major cities. The authorPrivate property ownership is also
being undermined, and nationalisa- to override the natural market mecha- ities regularly intimidate sellers by
tion is being given a socially accept- nisms of supply and demand. Because claiming that the state will step in as
the supply of housing in Germany’s a buyer whenever a sale is imminent.
able face.
Until very recently, demands for largest cities falls well short of satis- The only way for a real estate owner
nationalisation in Germany were the fying the intense demand created by to avoid this is by signing over many
exclusive preserve of Germany’s left- expanding populations, rents have of their rights to self-determination
wing Die Linke party, Germany’s radi- kept on climbing. For anyone who to the authorities. For example, the
cal-socialist party, which was formerly accepts the logic of state intervention, strict terms of such agreements mean
known as the SED in communist East it is clear that the regulatory screw that landlords are no longer allowed
to partition their property into
Germany and has since repeatedly needs to be tightened even more.
On January 1st earlier this year, a condominiums.
rebranded itself.
Of course, none of these meaOver the last couple of years, calls more stringent version of the rent
to nationalise key industries have brake was enacted. It seems as if pol- sures do anything to eliminate the
become socially acceptable. Robert iticians, having realised that they real causes of the housing shortHabeck, chairman of Germany’s will not reach their goals by follow- age. Nor do they create a single new
Green Party, which, according to opin- ing their chosen path, have simply dwelling. One of the prime causes
ion polls this year is now the second decided to run even faster – in the of Germany’s housing crisis is that

The Topeka School by Ben Lerner

How Ben Lerner
brought poetry
to the page

the Atocha Station. The Madrid cafés
and louche Spanish poets of that first
book are traded in for “the chicken
hawk atop the telephone poll, the
man-child with a flare gun tucked
into his sweat pants, the finger lost
to snapping turtle or firework”. This
is Kansas, ‘97. Adam is still in high
school juggling the anxiety of a forthcoming national debating championship that everyone touts him to
win, and the pressure of a demanding
by Will Hutton social life with the Jasons, and Codys,
and Seans of Topeka High who seem
short way into Ben Lerner’s that he turns to fiction to write about to subsist on a diet entirely of protein
new novel, The Topeka School, art in order to create something in powder and hash.
To this mélange we add Adam’s
Jonathan, a therapist at the response to experiencing something
Topeka “Foundation”, and one of the else: the frame of professional crit- parents, Jonathan (see above)
novel’s narrators, is wandering the icism too restrictive for his evident and Jane, also a therapist at the
medieval art galleries of the Met when creative talents. But art criticism is Foundation who, like Lerner’s actual
he happens upon Duccio’s Madonna far from the only frame Lerner seeks mother, is a celebrated author of
and Child and experiences something to disturb in his novels; not least in best-selling psychology books who
has been interviewed
that has long eluded
on Oprah. Adam’s parcharacters in Lerner
ents, as therapists and
novels. Jonathan has
as therapists at the
a profound experience
The Topeka School is, then, a
Foundation, establish
of art:
the analytical frame“Old paintings usubildungsroman of two very different
work by which Lerner
ally bored me; this
boys: one, Adam, whose loquacity is
interrogates his subone stopped me cold.
instrumental to his flowering; the other,
jects. The Topeka
The knowledge in the
School is an aetiology
woman’s expression,
Darren, whose wordlessness weaponizes
of a therapeutic culas though she could
him. The Topeka School is about the
ture represented by
anticipate a distant
Jane and Jonathan,
recurrence. The weird
failure of language, and the violence of
who says: “We thought
parapet beneath the
its
absence
in
a
culture
of
diminishing
that if we had a lanfigures, how it linked
systems of value.
guage for our feelings
the scared world with
we might transcend
the world of viewers.
But what really fascinated me, really The Topeka School, a novel which, them. More often we fed them.”
moved me, wasn’t in the painting: it like Jonathan’s reaction to Duccio’s Lerner’s novel is in this way charged
was how the bottom edge of the orig- Madonna and Child, is as interested with the anxiety over the value of laninal frame was marked by candle in the traces of illumination below the guage, both literal – a novel is, after
all, nothing but language printed on a
burns. Traces of an older illumination, painting as the painting itself.
The Topeka School centres on Adam page – and metaphorical.
the shadow of devotion.”
Lerner finds the best expresA decorated poet with three collec- Gordon, the twentysomething nartions under his belt, Lerner has said rator of Lerner’s first novel, Leaving sion of language-as-metaphor in the
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Europe’s largest economy is heading in an ever more
left-wing direction thanks to the rise of the Greens
and weak national leadership

housing construction has become
overly expensive as a result of ever
stricter environmental regulations,
which make it almost impossible to
build affordable apartments. So the
state now has to force developers to
construct affordable housing by withholding building permits unless they
include a certain percentage of social
housing.
These measures do not actually
abolish private property, but all that
remains is the formal legal title of
ownership. The power to freely dispose over the property is torn from
the owner and increasingly handed
over to the state.
This path has only one ultimate destination: nationalisation. In Berlin,
activists launched a petition calling for
a referendum on whether all private
housing companies with more than
3,000 apartments should be nationalised. But it will not end there. One of
the SPD’s youth branches, the Jusos in
Berlin-Pankow, has called for all landlords who own more than 20 apartments to be expropriated. During a TV
appearance, the Jusos’ federal chairman, Kevin Kühnert, doubled down
on the organisation’s demands and
posed this rhetorical question: “What
right does anyone have to own more
than 20 apartments?”
The activists behind the referendum campaign have already made it
clear that the nationalisation of large
housing companies is only the beginning. They also aim to create a hostile
environment for small landlords.
In summary, state intervention and
calls to transform the German economy along socialist lines are becoming
increasingly fervent. Anyone who fails
to understand that capitalism is not the
problem, but the solution, will always
look for solutions in socialism. ■
Dr. Rainer Zitelmann holds doctorates
in history and sociology. He is the
author of the recently published book
The Power Of Capitalism
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“spread”: a form of logorrheic debate
wherein the debater throws more
arguments at their opponent than can
reasonably be answered; in missing an
argument, a point is conceded to the
opposition. It’s a strategy with which
Adam in his debating competitions
has considerable talent, and a frame
which Lerner uses to trace the disintegration of meaningful discourse,
both public and political: “Even before
the twenty-four-hour news cycle,
Twitter storms, algorithmic trading,
spreadsheets,
the DDoS attack,
Americans were
getting “spread”
in their daily
lives; meanwhile,
their politicians
went on speaking slowly, slowly
about
values
utterly disconnected from their
policies.”
In a novel full of
voices, however,
one is noticeably absent: the
voice of Darren
Eberheart,
an
autistic
boy
brought into the
fold of Adam’s
masculine friendship group. The passages about Darren are some of the
best sustained writing Lerner commits to the book. We’re guided through
Darren’s perspective in a defamiliarizing third person register in which the
outcast never actually speaks. Lerner
writes: “realizing the party had broken up just as they were coaxing him
into the back of a Jeep Cherokee,
Nowak driving, Laura riding shotgun,
see the cherry of her Marlboro Light,

Davis beside him in the back, proffering a bottle of Mad Dog 20/20 Coco
Loco wine, the bass of what Nowak
called his system rattling Darren’s
chest, all eyes on me.” This assemblage of fragmented clauses captures
the way in which drink and drugs
mash up time and Darren’s disorientation in a milieu whose acceptance
he has long craved and, now having it,
seems unsure how to navigate.
The Topeka School is, then, a bildungsroman of two very different
boys: one, Adam,
whose loquacity
is instrumental
to his flowering;
the other, Darren,
whose wordlessness weaponizes
him. The Topeka
School is about
the failure of language, and the
violence of its
absence in a culture of diminishing systems of
value.
In a recent talk
at Tate Britain,
Lerner told the
audience
that,
for him, poetry
was all about patterning. And traces of this older devotion are evident here. Lerner patterns
a plot out of person, perspective and
language, where phrases from one
voice, in one part of the book, appear
in another. “Everything,” as Jane says
late in this complex work, is “a network of criss-crossing relations.” In
less talented hands these tricks in
voice and perspective would be gimmicks. But in Ben Lerner’s careful
hands, they bring poetry to the page. ■

It is not too seismic a spoiler to
reveal that Lyra, Pantalaimon and
Malcolm Polstead, the now grown-up
protagonist of La Belle Sauvage, face a
foe more implacable than ever before.
The Magisterium is every bit as malevolent, but then so is Talbot’s bland
emptiness, as his charm and witticisms
fail to conceal an entirely hollow and
mendacious fraud. Pullman cites John
Milton – whose Paradise Lost gave His
Dark Materials its title – as a great
influence, and it is hard not to think of
the oleaginous demon Belial in the second book of his epic poem.
The Secret Commonwealth is a
tough book, lengthy (well over 700
pages) and with distinctly grown-up

themes. Lyra is much harder to like
than her earlier incarnation, and
many will miss some of the first trilogy’s indelible characters – although,
who knows, they may yet return in
some sphere or other. Works of this
nature manage to bend traditional
rules of time and space, to thrilling effect. Yet it is still a true fantasia of imagination. Pullman has a
unique knack for creating worlds that
enthral as much as they can terrify,
and this new and often challenging
voyage into the great, unknowable
world of “Brytain” is a compelling
and fascinating read. It will undoubtedly sell in huge quantities, and it
richly deserves to. ■

The Secret Commonwealth by Philip Pullman

Wonderful
fantasias of the
imagination

fictionalised version of the Catholic
Church.
Aficionados of the series probably
think they know what is in the latest instalment. They may be wrong.
Pullman took a significant break
between the publication of The Amber
Spyglass in 2000 and the return to
Lyra’s world in La Belle Sauvage, a
prequel to the series, in 2017, but The
Secret Commonwealth is the first true
sequel to the eschatological events
by Alexander Larman
depicted in the original trilogy.
Lyra is 20 years old in The Secret
here are at least as many tour torch that has passed from Carroll, Commonwealth, and far removed from
guides in Oxford as there are Tolkien and CS Lewis to him. He is a the sprite-like heroine of the original
colleges. Virtually every kind mild-mannered, donnish presence in trilogy. She is estranged from her daeof introduction to the city is offered person, reserving his vitriol for social mon Pantalaimon and is in thrall to
via the medium of enthusiastic hus- media, where he rails against Brexit, the modish moral philosopher Simon
tlers whose patter would do credit to Boris Johnson and all that he sees as Talbot, whose central argument is that
objective reality does
a Middle Eastern souk.
not exist. Experience
Yet nobody offers a
has hardened her,
less nostalgic tour,
removing the joie de
which has as much to
Pullman has a unique knack for creating
vivre that was so intesay about present-day
worlds that enthral and challenge as
gral to her character
Oxford, and the rest
in the original trilogy.
of England, as it does
much as they can terrify, and this new
Many of the characabout any fanciful and
and
often
challenging
voyage
into
the
ters from the earlier
sanitised version of it,
great, unknowable world of “Brytain” is
books return, but they
than Philip Pullman.
are older, shabbier
This would be a trip
a compelling and fascinating read. It will
and more frightened.
into the world of His
undoubtedly sell in huge quantities, and
The Magisterium has
Dark Materials, his
recovered from the
series of novels that
it richly deserves to.
defeat of the Metatron
have
transformed
from a trilogy into, currently, a quin- false and corrupt in today’s society. to once again dominate society. Its
tet with the publication of The Secret Much of this anger has been chan- major opposition is Oakley Street, an
Commonwealth, one of the most antici- nelled into his books, which set its underfunded secret service of sorts so
central protagonist Lyra Belacqua and poor that its directors have to travel
pated novels of the year.
Pullman is currently Oxford’s most her allies against a totalitarian insti- between clandestine meetings on
famous living author, the bearer of a tution known as The Magisterium, a third-class rail tickets.
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